
 

 

 

DATE: Tue 4 Dec 2019 
 

BRISBANE COMEDY FESTIVAL RETURNS IN 2019 
  

Brisbane Comedy Festival hits double digits in 2019 and – like any impatient 10-year-old – has already 

ripped off the wrapping paper to reveal a bumper four-week program. 

 

Audiences will be treated to a slew of top international entertainers, some of Australia’s favourite acts, a 

bevy of Brisbane talent and emerging superstars with 75 acts across Brisbane Powerhouse, Brisbane 

City Hall and SunPAC from February 22 to March 24, 2019. 

 

The festival isn’t the only 10-year-old lining up for a laugh with the introduction of a family program 

celebrating class clowns, fart jokes and a snot-load of fun across five shows sure to tickle the funny 

bones of children and adults alike. 

 

The merry month kicks off with the Brisbane Comedy Festival Opening Gala, hosted by Charlie Pickering 

in his only festival performance. 

 

A veritable United Nations of entertainers will jet into Brisbane across the four-week festival including 

English comedians Ross Noble, Jeff Green and Rod Kemp; Scotsmen Danny Bhoy, Daniel Sloss and 

Larry Dean; Canadian DeAnne Smith; New Zealander Paul Williams; and Venezuelan Ivan Aristeguieta. 

 

Aussie exports Ronny Chieng and Felicity Ward, now based in the US and UK respectively, are flying 

back for Brisbane Comedy Festival 2019 with national treasures and hometown heroes including Dave 

Hughes, Tom Ballard, Tim Ferguson, Nazeem Hussain, Lawrence Mooney, Mel Buttle, Damien Power 

and Becky Lucas also sharpening their razor wit for audiences. 

 

Complementing a strong roster of stand-up shows, squads of funny people will gang up for a series of 

all-star acts including Frocking Hilarious, Queerstories, Lady Sings It Better and Shit-faced Shakespeare 

making its Brisbane debut with A Midsummer Night’s Dream. 

 

More PG-rated fare plays out across the dedicated family program with Around The Campfire improvised 

comedy, Whimpy Chimpy game show, Mr Snot Bottom’s Stinky Silly Show, The World According To 

Farts & Other Extraordinary Sounds Of The Human Body, and the Class Clowns competition for 

students in Years 9-12. 

 



 

 

Brisbane Powerhouse Artistic Director Kris Stewart said a packed program of stand-up, sketch, 

improvisation and cabaret was a great excuse for Brisbane to “get skit-faced”. 

 

“Brisbane Comedy Festival hits the big one-oh, and just like any pre-teen, is growing up before our very 

eyes,” Mr Stewart said. 

 

“This year, we’re spreading the laughs far and wide and showing our unashamedly immature colours 

with a program just for families. 

  

“We think kids comedy is awesome and know even adults will get a laugh out of the weird, wonderful 

and ridiculous shows we have planned.” 

 

Brisbane Comedy Festival 2019 runs from February 22 to March 24. Pre-sale tickets are available from 

Tuesday 4 December at brisbanecomedyfestival.com. General tickets are released on Friday 7 

December. 

 

Brisbane Comedy Festival 2019 is presented by Brisbane Powerhouse with support from Brisbane City 

Council. It is proudly presented by Brisbane Powerhouse with support from Brisbane City Council. 

Thanks to Brisbane Comedy Festival partners, including Archie Rose Distilling Co, Bambrick Media, 

Epicure, LOWD, Newstead Brewing Co, Nick Did This, NW Group, Proud Mary, Scenestr, SunPAC, The 

Johnson, Triple M and Valiant Events. 

 

 

EVENT  Brisbane Comedy Festival 2019 

DATE  Fri 22 Feb – Sun 24 Mar 2019 

VENUE  Brisbane Powerhouse, Brisbane City Hall and SunPAC 

INFO  07 3358 8600 / brisbanecomedyfestival.com.au 

SOCIAL @briscomedyfest / #briscomedyfest19 

 

Full artist and event line-up 

Charlie Pickering, Ross Noble, Felicity Ward, Danny Bhoy, Damien Power, Tim Ferguson, Ronny Chieng, Mel 

Buttle, Nazeem Hussain, Dave Hughes, Luke Heggie, Jan van de Stool, Lawrence Mooney, DeAnne Smith, 

Dave Thornton, Demi Lardner, Corey White, Daniel Sloss, Scared Weird Little Guys, Paul Foot, Becky Lucas, 

Tommy Little, Aaron Chen, Danielle Walker, Sam Campbell, Paul Williams, Tom Ballard, Nick Cody, Tom 

Walker, Garry Starr, Greg Larsen, Sam Taunton, Simon Taylor, Larry Dean, Nath Valvo, Alex Ward, Rhys 

Nicholson, Jeff Green, Georgie Carroll, Neel Kolhatkar, Nikki Osborne, Ivan Aristeguieta, Guy Montgomery, 

Charity Werk, Michael Shafar, Rob Kemp, Dusty Rich, Tahir, Tim Hewitt, Steph Tisdell, Matt Stewart, Gillian 

English, Tom Cashman, Cameron James, Angella Dravid, Zack Dyer, Ciaran Lyons, Double Denim, Raven 

On, #firstworldwhitegirls, The Stevenson Experience, ImproMafia, Shit-faced Shakespeare as well as 



 

 

Brisbane Comedy Festival Opening Gala, Frocking Hilarious, Lady Sings it Better, Queerstories, Breakout 

Showcase, Brisburned, New in Town, After Hours, Comedy Smorgasbord, Brewhouse Comedy, Queensland 

Theatresports and Knockoff. The Family program features Around the Campfire (Big Fork Theatre), Class 

Clowns, Whimpy Chimpy, The World According to Farts and Mr Snot Bottom’s Stinky Silly Show. 

 

 

- ENDS – 

 

Brisbane Comedy Festival 2019 

For extended information, including performance dates and times, visit brisbanecomedyfestival.com.au  

 

Brisbane Comedy Festival Opening Gala hosted by Charlie Pickering 

What better way to kick off the Festival than a spectacular line-up of the funniest comedians in two hours of 

laughs. Hosted by Charlie Pickering, this night-of-nights will be packed with 

non-stop entertainment. Featuring a fresh line-up of the country’s best up-and-coming and well-loved 

comedians, as well as the only performance from Charlie Pickering. 

 

Ross Noble: Humournoid  

What happens when pure comedy takes human form? What happens when a creature is created and bred to 

do stand-up? Nobody knows because that isn’t a thing. What is a thing is Ross Noble doing a show. You can 

come and see. This is it. 

 

Frocking Hilarious  

Australia’s sirens of comedy hit the stage together in a laugh-out-loud evening in support of ActionAid and 

their work promoting women’s rights across more than 40 countries. Making its debut in Brisbane after sell-

out shows in Melbourne and Sydney, Frocking Hilarious features some of the funniest women in comedy and 

will do more than break the glass ceiling, but shake the foundations of Brisbane City Hall and all for a good 

cause. 

 

Felicity Ward: Busting A Nut 

One of our funniest exports returns to Brisbane for one night only. Direct from her sold out UK tour, Felicity 

Ward is back and ready to bust a nut-ful of jokes. As seen on Live at the Apollo and the ABC’s mental health 

doco Felicity’s Mental Mission, Felicity is the first Aussie to be given her own Live from the BBC comedy 

special.  

 

Danny Bhoy: Age Of Fools  

Scottish comedian Danny Bhoy returns to Australia with a brand-new show in 2019. Don’t miss this chance to 

see the internationally-renowned and critically-acclaimed comic who regularly sells out tours all over the world 

with his unique brand of observational storytelling. 

 



 

 

Damien Power: Man Puts His Dreams In A Sock 

Multi-award-winning comedian Damien Power will delve into our culture of narcissism in his new one-hour 

show. He’ll explore how society dictates our greatest desires and dreams.  

 

Tim Ferguson: A Fast Life On Wheels 

Tim Ferguson reveals the terrors and tears of his worldwide escapades. As for his lifelong battle with Multiple 

Sclerosis, Tim says, “I don’t ‘suffer’ MS. It suffers me.” Hilarious, touching and wicked. This show is hell on 

wheels. 

 

Ronny Chieng: Tone Issues  

One of the stars of the worldwide smash hit movie Crazy Rich Asians, correspondent on The Daily Show with 

Trevor Noah, as seen in GQ and The Late Show with Stephen Colbert. Brisbane Comedy Festival’s favourite 

Malaysian Chinese comedian, Ronny Chieng, returns to Brisbane to perform his unapologetic stand-up live 

for a very limited run of shows! 

 

Mel Buttle: Welcome Aboard 

Mel Buttle has enough on her plate: a break-up, a huge year of international touring and working out how to 

co-parent a rescue dog with my ex-missus. As a platinum frequent flyer, Mel can assure you there’s nothing 

more glamourous than air travel. Except being at home with your loving partner on the couch with nice 

Barossa Shiraz and a few episodes of The Barefoot Contessa. 

 

Nazeem Hussain: Basic Idiot 

It’s been a massive year for Nazeem. He became a Dad, his sketch show Orange Is The New Brown began 

airing on Channel 7, he recorded his first Netflix special, and was finally invited to speak at his high school 

assembly (Rex Hunt pulled out). But more than fatherhood itself, Nazeem is most excited about joking about 

these things and more on stage! 

 

Dave Hughes: Hairy 

Dave hasn’t had a haircut since last year’s Brisbane Comedy Festival. His own fringe is now a face curtain. 

What has prompted this radical change? Is it a crisis? Is he going through manopause? Why doesn’t he bow 

to his critics? What does his wife think? Does she even see him anymore? So many questions. Maybe some 

of these will be answered in his new show.  

 

Luke Heggie: Your Wrong 

Luke Heggie threatened to quit stand-up comedy, but after everyone he told of his plans cried inconsolably 

and clung to his ankles as he walked away, he decided that the world needs laughter. So, he’s back with 

another harsh but fair show.  

 

 

 



 

 

Jan van de Stool: Parting The Red Curtains 

Join Jan van de Stool – and her extensive ego – as she reflects on her life in the “business of show”. Having 

recently added psychic medium to her long list of faux credentials, things go horribly wrong when she 

channels a disgruntled (and dead) ex-student. Jan’s perfect looking life on ‘Spacebook’ and ‘MyFace’ begins 

to unravel as the real story of her life unfolds. 

 

Lawrence Mooney: Part Of The Problem  

After spending 18 months as former Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, The Moonman is back sailing close to 

the wind at his brutally honest, hilarious best. Often regarded by peers and audiences as one of the most 

intelligent and dangerous minds in comedy, this three-time Barry Award nominee is a must-see. 

 

DeAnne Smith: Epiphany 

Fresh from taping the 2019 Netflix special, Gentleman Elf, Australia’s favourite Canadian-American returns 

with a breakthrough hour. As seen on Melbourne International Comedy Gala, The Great Debate, The Weekly 

and in the viral video Straight Men, Step Your Game Up, which has been viewed over 35 million times. 

 

Dave Thornton: Lean Into It 

You might have seen Dave Thornton on The Project or hosting Fox Footy’s The Beep Test every week. But 

really, you just wanna know if you’ll find his show funny. Look him up on YouTube and see if you like the 

jokes. He reckons his show will be just like that but with new jokes (but with no ad you need to skip at the 

start).  

 

Demi Lardner: Ditch Witch 800 

Once upon a time, in a faraway swamp, there lived an ogre named demi lardner (Mike Myers) whose 

precious solitude is suddenly shattered by an invasion of annoying fairy-tale characters.  

 

Corey White: X-Ray 

Corey White returns for his second solo show older, fatter and more exhausted. 30 years old and recently 

engaged, he’s struggling to be healthy and keep the house tidy. Vacuuming sucks so here’s a bit of comedy 

about relationships, food, exercise and airplanes – nothing fancy or sad. 

 

Daniel Sloss:  X 

Internationally acclaimed, award-winning Scottish stand-up star, Daniel Sloss returns to Australia with his new 

show, X. Brilliantly dark with razor-sharp wit and the ability to deftly spin a narrative, Sloss is a comedian who 

the New York Times described as “dirty, sweet and clever”. Sloss offers a slick and genuinely witty 

performance that comes with a warning that it deals with some challenging contemporary themes delivered 

with precision timing. X is his 10th solo show. 

 

 

 



 

 

Scared Weird Little Guys: The Scared Weird Reunion Show  

For the first time in nearly 10 years, Rusty and John, the Scared Weird Little Guys, will reunite to play their 

greatest and funniest hits as well as a fistful of new stunts, jokes and songs, which sound a bit like the old 

stuff… only funnier. Sing along one more time with two Australian comedy legends or experience their 

musical hilarity for the first time. 

 

Paul Foot: Image Conscious 

Ever considered the unique predicament of the soft-shell crab? Paul Foot has. What about the numerous 

problems of organising a suburban orgy? The catering, for example. It’s an absolute nightmare! A brand-new 

show from the award-winning Paul Foot.  

 

Double Denim 

Michelle Brasier and Laura Frew gift you an hour of absurd fun, high-energy silliness, ‘90s nostalgia and a lot 

of denim. Direct from hit seasons at Melbourne International Comedy Festival, Edinburgh Festival Fringe, 

Adelaide Fringe and Sydney Comedy Festival. Will there be Shania Twain? The answer is yes. 

 

Becky Lucas: Um, Support Me?! 

In the past year, Becky Lucas has filmed a bunch of stuff for Comedy Central, did the Melbourne International 

Comedy Festival Gala, filmed a pilot for the ABC and performed a solo show at the Sydney Opera House. 

She also got banned from Twitter for making a joke about chopping the Prime Minister’s head off. 

 

Tommy Little: Self-Diagnosed Genius  

Tommy Little is a genius. He has the nude bungee jumps, broken bones and tattoos to prove it. He’s about to 

embark on his most genius-est challenge yet: running a marathon in Antarctica without training and a whole 

life of no leg weights. It’ll be a cracker of a story… if he lives to tell it. Seen on The Project and heard on 

Hit105’s Carrie & Tommy.  

 

Aaron Chen: Piss Off (Just Kidding) 

Piss Off represents the dark side of Aaron, evil and mean. And Just Kidding represents that after every bitter, 

there is a sweet. Do you believe him?  

 

Raven On 

Game of Thrones recapper Natalie Bochenski is not ready for her favourite series to end. So she’s bringing 

nine years of fangirl devotion to the stage to get final season fit. Relive heroic moments and tragic events, 

speculate on who will ultimately win the Iron Throne, and find out just how badly Natalie embarrassed herself 

in front of Khal Drogo one time. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Danielle Walker: Myths and Legends 

Danielle likes stories. Like she ‘like likes’ stories. Like she loooooves stories, not in a sicko way though, she 

just thinks they’re fun. She would love to talk more about my show but her mind is elsewhere because she 

just watched an episode of Extreme Cheapskates and one lady wrapped a lasagne up so it was waterproof 

and cooked it in the dishwasher with her dirty dishes.  

 

Sam Campbell + Paul Williams: Australian Vs New Zealand Magic Competition 

Who do you reckon will win? WARNING: If you come to this show there is 60 per cent chance you will 

actually die and there will also be a smoke machine. 

 

Tom Ballard: Enough 

Tom doesn’t have a real job any more. Please come and give him some of your hard-earned money in 

exchange for the product of laughter.  This will help fuel the economy, demonstrate the power of the free 

market and lead to jobs and growth. Plus, hopefully it will distract you from the neoliberal horror that 

surrounds us in every waking moment, destroying our collective future. As seen on Tonightly with Tom 

Ballard. 

 

Nick Cody: Old Mate 

Your favourite loose unit returns a year older but not a year wiser. Nick was told that once he became a 

father, everything would change. Nope. Beer is still delicious and he is still a dickhead. Come and witness his 

glorious red beard and another hilarious new hour of his world class stand-up. As seen on Have You Been 

Paying Attention?, Talkin’ About Your Generation, The Project and more. 

 

Tom Walker: Very Very 

This is award-winning comedian Tom Walker talking very little and moving very lot. Few words. Many good 

times. Listen, because I like you, I’ll come out and use the dirty word: this is a mime show. 

 

#firstworldwhitegirls: Spirit Animal 

Meet your new spirit guides Tiffany and Madison and worship at their totem of pugs, brunch and Hamptons-

inspired bullsh*t. As toxic as a Trump tweet and as outrageous as a Brazilian butt lift, these demented divas 

are guaranteed to set off your triggers in this turmeric-infused cocktail of killer original songs and seething 

satire. 

 

Garry Starr Performs Everything 

Disgraced actor Garry Starr defies his critics by performing every genre of theatre possible, thus saving the 

performing arts from its inevitable extinction. Starr tears through styles with little regard for personal safety 

and even less regard for art, proving his talents to himself, his adoring fans and those who dare question his 

ability.  

 

 



 

 

The Stevenson Experience: Takes One To Know One 

After a sold-out 2018 world tour, Beej and Jimmy are back! The Australian twins return with a brand-new 

show packed full of their hilarious songs and trademark sibling banter. See why they are quickly gaining 

worldwide acclaim for having one of the fastest and funniest hours at the Festival. 

 

Greg Larsen: Useful Idiot 

Greg Larsen used to play in a punk band, he used to go to protest marches, he used to believe in things and 

care about stuff. Now he spends his days running out the clock watching reruns of The Sopranos. He also 

wrote this funny show about his own unwilling nihilism. 

 

Sam Taunton: Straight From The Shoulder 

Sam Taunton is one of Australia’s most exciting new comedians. After yet again being nominated for various 

comedy awards and failing to claim the top prize, Sam has decided to align himself with the only thing he 

knows about critically acclaimed art: his father’s 1988 country music album Straight From The Shoulder.  

 

Lady Sings It Better 

The sisters do it for themselves again in Lady Sings It Better, taking on male musicians from Prince to Justin 

Bieber; Meat Loaf to Bruno Mars; and The Beatles to every ‘90s boyband and reinventing their songs. 

 

Simon Taylor: Right Now  

Simon Taylor is not just a comedian, he is a singer, dancer, actor and magician all rolled into one. Come see 

Australia’s most versatile comedian after his breakout ABC stand-up special, writing for The Tonight Show 

and his appearance in the hit Netflix series Magic for Humans.  

 

Larry Dean: Bampot 

Fresh from a sell-out international tour, Larry makes his Brisbane Comedy Festival debut with his Edinburgh 

Comedy Award nominated show of “unexpected and excellent” (Times) thoughts on Scottishness, sodomites 

and self-esteem. 

 

Queerstories  

Fast becoming a national institution, Queerstories returns, hosted by Maeve Marsden and with a line-up of 

LGBTIQ+ comedians recounting tales of lives well lived, battles fought, pride, prejudice, love and, of course, 

humour. 

 

Nath Valvo: I’m Happy For You 

Brisbane, your favourite Show Pony is back premiering his brand-new hour. Come hear Nath tease people 

that make good life choices. There’s some yelling but also some high kicks and a lot of good jokes. The 

layabout just got back from a coveted spot at Montreal’s invite-only Just For Laughs Festival. Very fancy.  

 

 



 

 

Alex Ward: No Flirting 

Following a sold-out season in 2017, Alex returns to her home town of Brisbane with her latest hour of stand-

up. Have you ever had a partner ask: “Why were you looking through my messages? Why don’t you trust 

me? Why did you make the background of my phone a picture of a dog wearing a bib?” Then the show is 

definitely for you.  

 

Rhys Nicholson: Nice People Nice Things Nice Situations  

Hello There. It’s Rhys, from comedy. Would you like to come to my comedy concert? Why not, you know? It 

will be nice. Please come.  

 

Jeff Green: Letters Home  

UK comedian Jeff Green’s trademark rapid-fire stand-up, Letters Home is a series of warm, funny 

monologues to Jeff’s family back home. He celebrated his 30th year in stand-up last year, collecting 

accolades and selling out shows in the UK and Oz. Don’t miss this unique new show from one of Britain’s 

most enduring, and endearing, comedy talents.  

 

Nurse Georgie Carroll: Treat Yourself 

Unorthodox health education from Nurse Georgie, a mental Olympian that is physically phucked. Behave 

badly and feel better, no-one dies in this one. As seen on Have You Been Paying Attention? 

 

Breakout Showcase 

Some of Queensland's finest emerging comedians have been hand-picked for the 2019 Breakout Showcase. 

Guaranteed to tickle your funny bone, come and catch the next wave of talent before they make it big. Line up 

to be announced. 

 

Neel Kolhatkar: Live  

Neel Kolhatkar has been doing the rounds of comedy clubs and theatres across Australia and around the 

world since he won the Class Clowns competition at just 15. His accents, impressions, short films and 

carefully crafted jokes have seen him collect fans and followers the world over. 

 

Nikki Osborne: Bad Barbie  

After her controversial show On The Spectrum, Nikki Osborne now presents Bad Barbie. The world is rooted 

and Bad Barbie isn’t afraid to tell you why. Amidst multiple truth bombs and wardrobe changes, Bad Barbie 

lets rip on all the other Barbies... and Ken.  

 

Ivan Aristeguieta: The Fourth Floor  

Turning 40 is referred to “The Fourth Floor” by Venezuelans. This is the year Ivan needs to get out of the lift 

and see what all the fuss is about but he’s halfway to the rooftop party, and too far up to take the stairs back 

down. Call it a mid-life crisis or mid-life celebration, Ivan is livin' la mid-vida loca. 

 



 

 

Brisburned@Work 

If work is getting you down, kick the KPIs and come have some fun! Brisburned@Work is hilarious and light-

hearted, featuring original sketches and songs about Brisbanites and their exasperations in the workplace.  

 

Rob Kemp: The Elvis Dead 

Rob Kemp reinterprets cult classic horror movie Evil Dead 2 through the songs of Elvis Presley. Utterly 

hilarious and brilliantly executed, the smash hit of Edinburgh Festival Fringe 2017 and 2018 is about to take 

Brisbane by storm.  

 

Guy Montgomery: I Was Part Of The Problem Before We Were Talking About It 

It’s hard to believe but Guy hasn’t always been perfect. While most people are gracious and empathetic from 

birth, this has not been Guy’s path. Embrace this rare opportunity to hear from someone unlearning the 

various blind spots that made him part of the problem before we were talking about it. 

 

Charity Werk: Community Service 

Here by court mandate, Melbourne drag diva Charity Werk presents an hour of Community Service. Fusing 

stand-up and song with the magic of drag, Community Service is Charity Werk’s debut solo show. Following a 

sold-out season at Melbourne Fringe Festival, Charity Werk is making her Brisbane debut at Brisbane 

Comedy Festival! 

 

Michael Shafar: 50/50 

In 2017, Michael was diagnosed with cancer and, fortunately, it has given him a lot of material. Don’t worry, 

this show is funny. It’s definitely not a TedTalk.  

 

ImproMafia: Heartfelt High 

ImproMafia returns with Brisbane’s funniest grown-ups pretending to be teenagers. Heartfelt High is a 

hilarious and fresh take on improvised comedy and the perfect antidote for 90s nostalgia. 

 

Dusty Rich: The Lying King 

With awards in natural sciences but none in comedy, the Lying King is a hyena-proof hour of stand-up 

comedy from South African comedic prodigy/naturalist, Dusty Rich who was there when they filmed The Lion 

King. In an age of post-truth, the Lying King’s kingdom is everything the light touches. 

 

Dusty Rich: Brain Grenade 

An hour of completely improvised comedy. With an arsenal of mind-blowing comedy spontaneity, the 

shrapnel from this show will leave audiences gasping for air. This show is heckler friendly where audiences 

are encouraged to have a chat. 

 

 

 



 

 

New In Town: The Funniest New Talent From NZ To AU 

This showcase is packed full of the funniest new talent from NZ. With award nominations and hot reviews 

aplenty don’t miss this fresh bunch of comedians from across the ditch. 

 

Tahir: You Had One Job!  

Tahir explores the stupidity of the funniest animal on the planet – humans. Tahir will explore the complex 

psyche of the human mind in an hilarious fashion as he takes you through a roller coaster and thought-

provoking ride full of laughs and surprises – all delivered by a world class award winning stand-up comedian.  

 

Shit-faced Shakespeare: A Midsummer Night’s Dream  

This smash-hit show has already sold over 300,000 tickets worldwide and hits Brisbane for the first time. 

Enjoy Shakespeare responsibly with a hilarious combination of an entirely serious Shakespeare play featuring 

an entirely shit-faced actor. What could possibly go right?  

 

Tim Hewitt Thot: That Hewy Over There 

The thiccest thirst trap in Australian comedy returns, with a show about what it takes to become an Instagram 

influencer. Travel. Family. Friendship. Fitness. Teeth Whiteners. He should know, he has over 1000 followers. 

Just. 

 

Steph Tisdell: Identity Steft 

Identity Steft looks at the fragility of tokenism, how using statistics to replace real-life experience as insight is 

hugely flawed, and how, in the right light, even the darkest clouds have a silver lining. Proud Indigenous 

woman, Steph, will teach you how to best channel your white guilt! 

 

Matt Stewart: Bone Dry 

After sell-out shows in 2018 at Fringe World, Adelaide Fringe, Brisbane Comedy Festival and the Melbourne 

International Comedy Festival, Matt Stewart is back with his trademark dry humour in this new show.  

 

Gillian English: 10 Things I Hate About Taming Of The Shrew  

Head back the good old days, when we worried about Y2K, wore butterfly clips in our hair, and became total 

babes the minute we took off our glasses. And the even older days where we worried about the plague, wore 

massive wigs, and women weren’t allowed to be on stage anyway. #8 will have you totally whelmed.  

 

Tom Cashman: XYZ 

Tom had a huge 2018, featuring and writing on ABC’s Tonightly with Tom Ballard and taking his debut show 

Good around Australia. This new show is his debut at the Brisbane Comedy Festival – it’s about maths, 

Italians and real estate agents.  

 

 

 



 

 

Cameron James: Strawberry Blonde  

Cameron James is a stand-up comedian for anyone who hates shark tooth necklaces and people who post 

questions on Facebook that they could easily Google. As seen on Comedy Next Gen, Comedy Central and 

The Feed, Cam is back with another hour of mean jokes, hilarious irreverence and zero personal growth.  

 

Angella Dravid: Angella Logic  

Angella’s BFF calls it ‘Angella logic’, but Angella can’t see it. It’s probably a euphemism for being naive. 

Angella talks about weird situations and thoughts, growing up, and sex stuff. May contain evangelists, 

obscure ‘90s references and a gross carrot joke. 

 

Zack Dyer: Sensitive New Age Bogan 

Sensitive New Age Bogan is one-part a bogan from North Queensland coming to terms with himself and the 

ever-changing sensibilities of the modern world and nine-parts a bogan from North Queensland telling you a 

bunch of funny s@#! he thought of. 

 

After Hours 

Brisbane Comedy Festival’s late-night variety show with a mix of Festival acts and Brisbane's best local 

comedians. Hosted by Dusty Rich, this is where your favourite comedians go to get loose, try new material 

and bring back some old favourites. Line-up announced each week at brisbanecomedyfestival.com 

 

The Opinion Sheepoll 

The team behind Sheepoll’s Opinion Trivia is turning it up a notch for Brisbane Comedy Festival. The pub 

trivia show with no right or answers is brought to the stage in a comedy-variety-gameshow mashup where 

you play along with your favourite festival performers. Join comedic hosts and a panel of guests as they ask 

and answer the stupidest questions about the things nobody can be bothered asking questions about.  

 

Ciaran Lyons: What’s Next?  

An awkward experience at a massage parlour in Thailand, a housemate with all the traits of a serial killer and 

obtaining a stalker... Ciaran Lyons (triple j, The Project) has had a big 2018. Come hear about it in his latest 

show.  

 

Comedy Smorgasbord  

Launch into the comedy season with a full belly of great food and laughs when Newstead Brewing Co put on 

a long table lunch with highlight comedians from the Festival cracking their best jokes. Sit back and settle in 

for a long afternoon of tasty eats and good company.  

 

Brewhouse Comedy 

Newstead Brewing Co is brewing up a surprise act for Brisbane Comedy Festival. Blow-off your Netflix plans 

and make your Thursday nights memorable by catching one of The Brewhouse’s secret gigs. 

 



 

 

Queensland Theatresports™ Championships  

The Queensland Theatresports™ Championships are back, funnier and more competitive than before. 

Queensland’s funniest improvisers battle it out, armed with nothing but their wits and your suggestions to 

create stories and songs on the spot to win your vote.  

 

KNOCKOFF  

Take in the free laughs on a Friday afternoon at the original home of Knockoff, Brisbane Powerhouse, or 

head into the city for a Festival-edition Knockoff, including a Dad joke-off as well as live music acts.  

 

FAMILY PROGRAM 

Around The Campfire: Big Fork Theatre  

Pitch a tent, spray the mozzie repellent and get ready to swap stories. Join Big Fork Theatre for an 

improvised comedy show full of true stories about growing up, mischief, friendship, and of course 

marshmallows. Whether you’re a kid or a kid at heart, this is the comedy campfire adventure of a lifetime. 

 

Class Clowns 

Be part of Melbourne International Comedy Festival’s one-of-a-kind, national secondary school comedy 

competition open to people in Years 9 to 12. Register your stand-up, sketch, physical or musical act for free 

at classclowns.com.au for the chance to participate in a two-hour workshop with a professional comedian 

before performing for a real live audience.  

 

Whimpy Chimpy: Brain Competition 

Whimpy Chimpy (funny/crazy) and his little brother (sad/idiot) are coming to Brisbane to find the biggest brain. 

This is a stupid gameshow for ages 8 and up. Get ready for animations, video games, songs and an 

extremely complex maze.  

 

The World According To Farts & Other Extraordinary Sounds Of The Human Body  

Singing sensation Christa Hughes teams up with her Circus Oz buddy, Jim Dunlop to take you on a side-

splitting tour of the human body. Apart from learning some anatomy, children enjoy the songs, music and true 

wonder of the sounds our bodies create. Join in and perform some of your own sounds too!  

 

Mr Snot Bottom’s Stinky Silly Show 

Mr Snot Bottom is a disgusting kids comedian brimming with all the oooey, gooey, yucky, slimy topics kids 

love: boogers, bottoms, pop-offs and smells! Expect a snot-load of gross-tastic gags and just wrong routines 

in a symphony of stupid perfect for kids five and up. 

 

 


